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This costume pack adds (4) new outfits for Team RWBY in Grimm Eclipse. NOTE: All skins have been uploaded and unlocked in their own respective Story missions. This is a Costume Pack, which means that none of these Skins are mandatory. You are free to use any of the Skins from this pack in any combination. Also, if you don't want to use these Skins, no
problem! This costume pack is designed to be a completely optional addition. If you wish to use something else, please feel free to do so! How to install: Download and unzip the file you wish to use. Leave the folder unzipped with "RWBY: Grimm Eclipse - Team RWBY Timeskip Costume Pack" in the main folder of your game. If your game is already running, the
Timeskip Costume Pack will be added automatically. It might take a few minutes to load the skins. What's new: For the most part, these skins are a direct recreation of our original timeskip costumes. The only exception is Ruby and Weiss, which had different proportions for the legs. Here are the details: Timeskip costumes for RWBY In RWBY: Grimm Eclipse,
these skins will replace all of your current ones. Timeskip outfits for the main characters Ruby Rose: New Pants + Belt + Cape, the cape of which has been recolored to reflect her infernal ascension (see here to view) Weiss Schnee: New Pants + Cape, the cape of which has been recolored to reflect her infernal ascension (see here to view) Blake Belladonna:

New Pants + Cape, the cape of which has been recolored to reflect her infernal ascension (see here to view) Yang Xiao Long: New Shoes + Wig, the wigs of which have been recolored to reflect her infernal ascension (see here to view) Explanation of changes/skin characteristics Ruby Rose The same pants + cape as the original timeskip, but the cape has been
recolored to show her infernal ascension. You can already see how this cape looks at this link. Note that the cape IS NOT featured in the videos. 1st time around Weiss and Blake The same pants + cape as the original timeskip, the only difference being that it's a recolored version of the cape from the original. You can already see how

Lilycle Rainbow Stage!!! Features Key:
300+ floor plan, 12+ models, 15+ systems possible

Clicking on the town name will select the correct model, all visual features and event scripts
Map coming soon
8 game modes

Software 'Retro Devices'
3D World Map

Google earth compatible
Automatic event scripts
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